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Meg e-mails: “I am a member of a 12-©step program in which the eighth and ninth steps
refer to ‘making amends.’ When people share their experience with these steps, they often
talk about ‘making an amends’ as if it were a combination of singular and plural. I find this
New Grapevine Book/
4
so annoying that I may need to make amends for interrupting people to correct their gramOffice Activities
mar. But perhaps I am in error. Could you please advise as to the correctness of ‘making an
WordSearch
5
amends’?"
The 12 steps to recovery first outlined by the founders of Alcoholics Anonymous, Bill Wilson
“Home Group” by Steve P 6
and Bob Smith, have been enshrined in A.A.’s “Big Book” for more than seven decades. Over
the years, the remorseful focus on “making amends” in Steps 8 and 9 has extended beyond
the A.A. movement to the language of recovery more generally, even making an appearance
Nine, Nine, Nine
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in the public statement by Tiger Woods earlier this year apologizing for his marital infidelities.
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While Woods said in his prepared statement, “It's now up to me to make amends,” he modified the idiom in an interview with ESPN the following month, speaking of the “many people I
Contributions, cont’d
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have to make an amends to.” Woods is hardly alone in treating the word amends as a singular noun, or even alternating between singular and plural interpretations of the word.
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Uncertainty over how to treat amends is far from new. The Oxford English Dictionary has examples of amends used in a distinctly singular fashion all the way back to the fifteenth cenCalendar
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tury. The English essayist Joseph Addison wrote of making “an honorable amends,” and T. S.
Eliot, in his poem “Portrait of a Lady,” posed the question, “How can I make a cowardly
Daily Reflections
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amends / For what she has said to me?”
Amends came into English from the Old French word amendes, meaning “fines” or
“penalties,” the plural of amende, meaning “reparation.” But while the singular form persisted in French, it dropped out of English, leaving us with a plural noun that has no proper
singular equivalent. Something similar happened with other words in the language,
IG REP MEETING like alms, odds, pains and riches.
Noah Webster tried to sort out this confusion in his 1789 book, “Dissertations on the EngWILL BE HELD ON lish Language.” Webster held that “amends may properly be considered as in the singular
number,” but concluded that judgment of the word as singular or plural was ultimately “at
SUNDAY,
the choice of the writer.” He saw the word means as a parallel case: if means expresses a
single action to achieve a result, it can be thought of as singular despite the -s ending, but
SEPTEMBER 12,
if it encompasses more than one action, it can take the plural reading.
2021, AT LEAWOOD Sadly, idioms don’t always accord with logical argumentation. The singular version
BAPTIST CHURCH of means survives in the frozen phrase, a means to an end, but singular amends has
never made much headway in standard English. Make an amends is vastly outnumbered
3638 MACON ROAD by make amends in written use, though it is likely more popular in everyday speech, as
Tiger Woods demonstrated when he went off-script. Notwithstanding illustrious predecesAND ON ZOOM
sors like Addison and Eliot, it’s best to make amends and not an amends, lest your act of
ID 6042928975,
contrition turn into a grammatical squabble.
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The Unity Group was formed from the Germantown group as a result of resentment and no
coffee pot. (An old saying…”If you want to start a new group, all you need is a resentment
and a coffee pot.”) We met at the home of Gwen C., in Germantown. on February 14, 1974,
with a total of five people. After three weeks, we moved to the Travel Lodge motel on Airways, for six weeks. In May 1974, we moved to the Clark Tower Building, 14th floor. We met
on Monday and Thursdays nights at 8 p.m. The membership went to thirty-six members, and
we had to find a larger facility. We moved to Mullins United Methodist Church. The membership dwindled down to two or three members. We voted not to dissolve. However, We had to
move back to Clark Tower in 1980 to meet expenses. The only night available was Monday,
8 p.m. Once again, membership flourished, and we had to find a larger facility. There was
also resentment; however this time, we had a coffee pot. We then moved to St. Louis Catholic Church in 1983. We met there for eighteen years when, once again, we outgrew the
space and had to move. We moved to Park Avenue Church of Christ (Fellowship Hall). Our
membership was eighty. We met every Monday and Thursday at 8 p.m; we added a noon
meeting on Fridays. We had to add a microphone, since the acoustics did not allow us to
hear each other well, otherwise. When the fellowship hall was no longer available, we had to
move again. We moved to Emmanuel United Methodist Church at 2404 Kirby Rd. In spring
of 2012, we voted (group conscience) to change our meeting to Monday and Thursday
nights 7 p.m. - 8 p.m. We passed our milestone anniversary of forty years on February 14,
2014. Our history was originally written down by Mary P., and at the time; she and Gwen C.
were the only living members of the original group. Mary P. died in September of 2004, and
when Gwen C. died some years later, there were no longer any living members from the
original group.
Unity believes in talking about the solution from the Big Book and then 12 & 12. We also respect the twelve traditions in conducting our group. The group conscience rules, and so we
voted to use only conference-approved literature, with the exception of the book, “TWENTYFOUR HOURS A DAY”. We try to honor the guidelines in the A.A. group pamphlet in electing
officers (trusted servants), and in how to distribute our funds. We celebrate birthdays at an
open speaker meeting on the last Monday Night of each month.
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Unity continues to grow and flourish. Our current Membership is eighty-five strong. We continue to share the solution to the problem with other alcoholics, women and men, in meetings, events, and other service work. Updates were added to our History in 2014 by Mary D.
In March of 2020, there came the Covid-19 pandemic. (Which as of August 2-21 is still occurring in the country.) Several AA groups closed and physical meetings were few to find in
the Memphis area. However, Unity never closed its doors for the suffering alcoholic. We met
either outside, in a room with masks and social distancing, and on zoom. As of Today, August 6th, 2021, Unity’s meeting is hybrid (Which means live and on zoom.) Our current Membership is 71 people and growing weekly with new member.
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NEW BOOK FROM AA GRAPEVINE
“Prayer & Meditation” features powerful stories by
members of Alcoholics Anonymous about the many
ways they pray and meditate in their daily lives. The
stories in this book show how members begin to pray
and meditate and then branch out to develop very personal, and often creative, ways to practice. Chapters
include: daily routines, traditional religious practices,
activities and exercise, personal techniques, the Serenity Prayer, and connecting with nature and the universe. All stories were previously published in Grapevine, the International Journal of AA. Great for people
in recovery or those who want to explore prayer and
meditation.

Attention Home Group Members:
Please check the website at memphis-aa.org
to see if the information regarding your
home group is current. If your group has
changed its meeting information time, location, online information, etc., please call the
office so that we can update our website.
Thanks in advance!

OFFICE ACTIVITIES:
Walk-ins…………………………………..86
Twelve Step calls…………………………………...13
General information………………………………..79
Meeting information requests…………………...43
After hours calls……………………………...110
The MAIA Office will be closed on Monday,
September 6, 2021, for the Labor Day holiday.
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HOME GROUP, by Steve P
August 2019

My first Homegroup was the Olive Street Group in Seattle WA. My rehab counselor had recommended it to me. It was his Homegroup. There wasn’t much in the way of long term sobriety. Most
of the members were like me – on food stamps and welfare. Living in sober housing or crappy
apartments. The meetings were ‘topic meetings’. General discussion. We had a lot of Fellowship
gatherings. Potlucks and post meeting pizza. No one had much experience working The Steps. I
look back fondly on those days. I’m still in touch with my rehab counselor some 40 years later.
I’m a real alcoholic and I can’t stay sober on Fellowship and meetings don’t treat my alcoholism. I
got real sick with untreated alcoholism. God moved stuff around and put John B in my life. John correctly diagnosed my untreated alcoholism and offered me a solution that I wasn’t hearing at the
meetings I was attending. The message may well have been available – I wasn’t hearing it. A message that was able to penetrate my fog. A message that had depth and weight.
John had recently relocated from Denver. He came to Seattle seeking medical treatment that he
didn’t have access to in CO. John got sober in Denver at the York Street Club with a bunch of yahoos
who called themselves The God Squad. They practiced what they called 2x4 AA. Very fundamentalist Big Book stuff. John was having trouble finding Groups in Seattle that did AA the way he was
used to. He was looking to start a meeting/ Group that was in line with the Program that he was
used to. John was my sponsor by this time and I was on board with this idea. So were several other
men who responded to John’s message.
We found ourselves a church basement and started going about the business of creating what
would become the Queen Anne Big Book Group. We met probably half a dozen times before registering with Intergroup and opening our doors to AA as a whole. We created our format from the
ground up. Discussing and debating which prayers to pray. Which readings we would be reading.
Stuff I had never questioned. Until that time I just went with the flow. I just assumed that the way
other Groups did stuff was how things were done. I look back at this process as one of my most
valuable experiences in AA. I learned first hand about things like Group Conscious and the Minority
Opinion. I was part of a community actively engaged in working The Steps the way they’re written in
the Big Book. I was getting a sense of what Power (with a capitol P) is about.
After several years I moved to Wisconsin to care for my recently widowed father. I fell in with a
group of folks that were starting a Group. I was able to share my experience with Queen Anne Big
Book to participate in the formation of what would become the Capitol Steps Group (so called because we met at a church adjacent to the State Capitol) In terms of format “Cap Steps” resembled
QABB hardly at all. The things that both groups had in common was a commitment to The Solution
as outlined in the Big Book. Both Groups see themselves as a Spiritual Entity. Both Groups continue
to exist outside of the meeting.
So here I am in Memphis. God moving stuff around again (I don’t write the script). I have family here
and I’ve been coming through Memphis for over a decade. I officially moved here a couple of years
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ago. On previous visits I had gone to a meeting that was close where I was staying. There were
some really nice people in the meeting but they weren’t what I’d call a Group. Really nice people do
not a Spiritual Entity make. A woman I met at this meeting and who had heard me share told me;
you should check out the Overton Park Group. Real ‘boots on the ground AA’ she called it. Solution
oriented. OPG was meeting at the Memphis Center at the time and it wasn’t unusual for a wet/
shaky drunk to stumble through the door. I decided to check out OPG. It was all my friend described
– and more. ‘Overton Park is literature based closed discussion Group. Freedom from alcohol
through the teaching and practice of the 12 Steps” Topics are chosen from conference approved
literature. AA’s Single Purpose is read at the beginning of every meeting – emphasizing that we’re
not all things to all people. I found my tribe! This is how I was schooled!
The current pandemic has affected the OPG. We’ve moved. Attendance is down and we don’t have
the bodies to participate in AA as a whole the way we did before the virus. But OPG is my Homegroup and I love it. If you don’t love your Homegroup, maybe it’s time to shop around. Your tribe is
waiting for you!

Tradition Nine: AA, as such, ought never be organized; but we may create service boards or committees directly responsible to those they serve.
1. Do I still try to boss things in AA?
2. Do I resist formal aspects of AA because I fear them as authoritative?
3. Am I mature enough to understand and use all elements of the AA program—even if no one makes
me do so—with a sense of personal responsibility?
4. Do I exercise patience and humility in any AA job I take?
5. Am I aware of all those to whom I am responsible in any AA job?
6. Why doesn’t every AA group need a constitution and bylaws?
7. Have I learned to step out of an AA job gracefully—and profit thereby—when the time comes?
8. What has rotation to do with anonymity? With humility?

Step Nine: “Made direct amends to such
people wherever possible, except when
to do so would injure them or others.”

Concept Nine:
Good service leadership at all levels is indispensable for our future functioning and
safety. Primary world service leadership, once exercised by the founders, must necessarily be assumed by the trustees.
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GROUP CONTRIBUTIONS
Aug 21
AMAA

Aug 20

Jan - Aug 21

0.00

0.00

25.57

50.00

0.00

174.28

0.00

0.00

500.00

400.00

0.00

400.00

0.00

0.00

488.70

Came to Believe Group

100.00

50.00

750.00

Central Gardens Group

50.00

50.00

350.00

Central Group

0.00

0.00

475.00

Collierville Group

3.89

0.00

974.71

Collierville Hopefuls

0.00

0.00

305.27

Cordova Hope Group

0.00

132.12

152.29

Design For Living

0.00

0.00

641.40

Downtown Nooners N/S

0.00

0.00

100.00

Downtown Thursday Night Group

0.00

0.00

107.67

Earlybird

0.00

100.00

1,400.00

Frayser Group

0.00

0.00

50.00

Freedom Road Recovery Fellowship Hall

0.00

0.00

20.00

Friends of Bill W

0.00

0.00

250.00

Germantown Noon

0.00

68.48

1,397.73

Grace in the Grove

0.00

0.00

198.60

Great Reality

0.00

0.00

5.81

Happy Destiny

50.00

0.00

250.00

Heavy Hitters

0.00

20.00

40.00

Hickory Hill

0.00

0.00

20.00

Horn Lake

10.00

10.00

75.00

IG Monthly rep meeting

17.00

0.00

17.00

Jaywalkers

0.00

0.00

0.48

Lakeland

0.00

0.00

750.13

50.00

0.00

150.00

MAIA

0.00

0.00

26.00

Midtown Group

0.00

0.00

317.24

Millington

0.00

0.00

200.00

160.00

114.00

160.00

10.00

10.00

80.00

Out-of-Towners Fellowship Group

0.00

45.00

135.00

Overton Park

0.00

0.00

120.00

Personal Adventure

278.84

0.00

278.84

Pleasant Hill

201.78

73.34

297.90

S.O.S.

100.12

0.00

199.11

0.00

0.00

2.56

Any Length Group
Bluff City Fellowship
Bluff City Group
Bullfrog Corner Group

Love and Tolerance

Mustard Seed
Neshoba Awakening

Seeking Our Sobriety
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Serenity
Serenity Group

0.00

0.00

300.00

0.00

0.00

225.00

Seriously Sober

224.00

100.00

1,157.89

Shady Ladies

100.00

200.00

1,000.00

0.00

0.00

50.00

Shipwreck
Sober Journey

200.00

0.00

400.00

Solutions Group

0.00

0.00

420.00

South Memphis

0.00

29.97

0.00

16.00

0.00

33.00

Steering Committee
Straight out of Bondage

0.00

0.00

454.00

187.00

0.00

709.13

Three Legged Stool

0.00

0.00

201.83

Tiki Group

0.00

321.00

0.00

The Nooner

Traditions

0.00

0.00

300.17

Two Doors Down

200.00

200.00

1,600.05

Unity Group

449.74

0.00

776.94

WAAGL

0.00

25.00

620.00

Whitehaven Morning Sunrisers-

0.00

125.00

200.00

Worldly Indeed

0.00

0.00

182.00

2,858.37

1,673.91

20,516.30

TOTAL

Preparations for Gratitude Dinner are
underway! We need the support of
our Memphis AA fellowship to ensure
a successful event. If you can bake a
cake, put together a basket, help
decorate, make a casserole, serve
food, clean up, etc., please contact the
office.
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September Birthdays
EARLYBIRD GROUP
Gene L………..46 yrs
JAYWALKERS
D’Juana T…...8 yrs
Andrew A……28 yrs (August)
GERMANTOWN NOON
Jen C………..….8 yrs
Brian D…………….15 yrs
Anita K……………..17 yrs
Angie T……….….11 yrs
Anna K………...5 yrs
Tom S…………..24 yrs
Traci S…………...14 yrs
Jean S…………...40 yrs

UNITY
Whit S………...30 yrs
Deloris C….…..27 yrs
Bonnie L…….….10 yrs
Stacey B…...…..5 yrs
Brooke T………..4 yrs
DOWNTOWN THURSDAY
NIGHT GROUP
Gwyn H…...…..3 yrs
Justin G………...18 yrs
Liz R………...17 yrs
Robby U………...7 yrs
Seth B……...1 yr

Things We Cannot
Change….
Ron W., WAAGL Group
Malcolm L., Central Group
Jay T, Central Gardens
James P, Central Gardens

WINCHESTER
Billy D………….35 yrs
Mike A…………..27 yrs
REAL DEAL
Cassandra P……..16 yrs
HOLLYWOOD GROUP
Bertha W……...2 yrs
Willie BH……….2 yrs
Christopher S…....2 yrs
LAKELAND
Danny R…………….2 yrs
Keener W…………….3 yrs
Trip C…………….3 yrs
Warren H…………..4 yrs
Adam D……………..4 yrs
Steve N…………….5 yrs
Joe A………….25 yrs
Steve M……...41 yrs (August)
S.O.S.
Anthony R…..5 yrs (August)
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Schedule of
Events
MAIA IG REPS MTG
September 12 @1:00 pm - 2:30 pm
Zoom ID# 604 292 8975
Also at Leawood Baptist Church
3638 Macon Rd, Memphis 38122
District 21 Monthly Business Meeting
September 13 @ 7:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Zoom ID 938 0624 2934 PW 2121
District 22 Monthly Business Meeting
September 4 @ 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm
Area 51 Group, 3563 Thomas St
Memphis, TN 38127
District 23 Monthly Business Meeting
September 12 @ 11:00 am.
Zoom ID #851 8878 9376 PW 847990
District 24 Monthly Business Meeting
September 4 @ 10:00 am - 11:30 am
Zoom ID #132801735 PW 020409
District 25 Monthly Business Meeting
September 8 @ 6:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Germantown Municipal Park w/Zoom option
Memphis Area Treatment Facility Committee
September 6 @ 6:45 pm - 8:00 pm
Zoom ID 3400679076, PW 0
Memphis Area Correctional Committee
September 7 @ 6:45 pm - 7:45 pm
Came to Believe, 2865 Walnut Grove
Memphis, TN 38111
Cooperation w/ Professionals Committee
December 21 @ 6:45 pm - 7:45 pm
Zoom ID# 854 4657 0800 PW 135177
Memphis Area Grapevine Committee
September 14 @ 6:00 pm - 7:00 pm
White Station Church of Christ
1106 Colonial Rd, Memphis
Memphis Area Archives Committee
September 26 @ 3:30 pm - 5:00 pm
Two Doors Down
1578 Yorkshire
Lakeland Group Pancake Breakfast
September 11 @ 9:00 am—12:00 pm
2855 Morning Sun Rd; Cordova, TN
AA in May
September 17-19
WAAGL; 7715 US Hwy 70, #108; Bartlett, TN
Soberpalooza 2021
September 25 @ 8:00 am—5:00 pm
Rough-it Roundup
September 30—October 3, 2021
Joyner’s Campground; Somerville, TN

September 2021
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu
1

Fri
2

Sat
3

4
Eat/Pass Out,
Districts 22 &
24

5

6
7
Treatment Corrections

8
District 25

9

10

11
Lakeland
Pancake
Breakfast

12
IG Reps

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
CPC/PI

21

22

23

24

25
Soberpalooza

26
Archives

27

28

29

30
Rough-it
Roundup

Become a High Fiver!
Memphis Area Intergroup has been the link between the A.A. recovery community and the newcomer and, even as importantly, with one another since 1960. Many of us are grateful to the office for its helping hand, but have either not known
that Intergroup needs our support, or our contributions have been put off due to our new busy and happy lives. “High
Fivers” is a way we have found to allow members to show their gratitude by making sure the services provided by the office continues.
High Fivers is a program of commitment; we commit to a $5.00 contribution per month, either monthly, quarterly, or annually. Contact our office with details on the ways with which you can submit your monetary contributions.
intergroup, in return , will send an acknowledgement for your contributions at the end of each calendar year. These contributions are tax deductible.
As an expression of gratitude, you will receive a hard copy of this newsletter in the mail each
month.

Scan to make a contribution

Daily Reflections
August 9
“ … OF ALL PERSONS WE HAD HARMED”
Memphis Area Intergroup Association
3540 Summer Avenue, Suite 104
Memphis, TN 38122
901 454-1414 office
memphisarea@bellsouth.net

memphis-aa.org

M.A.I.A.
3540 Summer Avenue, Suite 104
Memphis, TN 38122

“The Tippler” is a free monthly publication, and will be
emailed to anyone interested. However, if you’d like to receive a copy via USPS, a contribution of $5 monthly, or $60
annually, helps defray the costs involved. Fill out the form
below and , along with your contribution, mail to the above
address. We thank you!
Name______________________________
Email______________________________
Address_____________________________
City______________________State______

Zip Code__________

“ … and became willing to make amends to them all.”
TWELVE STEPS AND TWELVE TRADITIONS, p. 77
One of the key words in the Eighth Step is the word all. I
am not free to select a few names for the list and to
disregard others. It is a list of all persons I have
harmed. I can see immediately that this Step entails
forgiveness because if I’m not willing to forgive someone, there is little chance I will place his name on the
list. Before I placed the first name on my list, I said a
little prayer: “I forgive anyone and everyone who has
ever harmed me at any time and under any circumstances.” It is well for me to contemplate a small, but
very significant, two-letter word every time the Lord’s
Prayer is said. The word is as. I ask, “Forgive us our
trespasses, as we forgive those who trespass against
us.” In this case, as means, “in the same manner.” I am
asking to be forgiven in the same manner that I forgive
others. As I say this portion of the prayer, if I am harboring hatred or resentment, I am inviting more resentment, when I should be calling on the spirit of forgiveness.

